Water
activated

alcohol
activated

No
activator
needed

No activator needed
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Base

Paraffin wax /
acacia Senegal
gum

activation

water

Consistency
in container

Clay like
cake

Blending

Smooth but needs
to be done fast

Soft cakes
(glycerin +
Talc)

water

Soft clay like
cake

Powder
(talc +
glycerin or
other
combinations)

Water /
dry /
mixing
liquid

Hard and
dry cakes or
loose
powders

Use as is

Creamy
paste

Smooth if high
quality (well
pigmented)

Thick and
greasy cake

Very smooth, no
time limit for
blending

liquid

Smooth if done
with airbrush

cream

Grease / oil

Use as is

Water based
liquids

Use as is
or dilute
with
water

Hybrid liquids
(acrylates,
alcohol,
castor oil)

Use as it
or diluted
with 99%
alcohol

Alcohol
(more castor
oil, less
alcohol than
hybrids)

For the
solid ones
activate
w/99%
alcohol

liquid

Liquid or
solid

Smooth, you have
more time to
blend

Smooth, no time
limit for blending

Smooth
w/airbrush. If
using a sponge
blend colors on
your sponge
Smooth
w/airbrush. If
using a sponge
blend colors on
your sponge

Drying time

Detailed line
work

Setting
powder

primer

Durability to
sweat and
friction

Not needed

Not needed

fast

Very easy and
crisp

Good but not
resistant to sweat
or friction

Not as crisp as
with wax based

Can
improve
durability
but not
needed

Slower

Fast if used
wet, no
drying time
for dry
application

Difficult unless
you use mixing
liquid

Not
Needed

It helps for
better
coverage

Not needed

Not needed

Slow

difficult

Can
improve
durability

It doesn’t dry,
it needs to be
set with
powder

Usually very
difficult, better
to use grease
pencils

Must use or
it will smear

It depends on
brand and
application

Depends on
the color,
consistency
and brand

Very fast

Very fast

Not needed

Not needed
no

Depends on
the color,
consistency
and brand

Can
improve
durability
but not
needed

Depends on
the color,
consistency
and brand

Can
improve
durability
but not
needed

Not needed

Not needed

removal

brands

Soap and
water

Global, Diamond FX,
TAG, Cameleon,
Kryvaline, Wolfe FX

It depends on the
brand, some can
smear easily even
when dry

Soap and
water

Paradise, Kryolan
Aquacolor, Superstar,
Fab, Snazaroo, ruby red,
Graftobian

Pretty resistant to
sweat , not so
much to friction
unless it is sealed

Soap and
water

Starblends, INtense
powders, Magicakes,
mica powders, metallic
powders, etc

Pretty good when
set with powder or
sealer

Soap and
water

Fantasy fx, Fantasy
Worldwide, Fardel

Soap and
water
Or baby
oil

Ben nye clown makeup,
Mehron clwon makeup,
Kryolan clown makeup

Pretty good, it
won’t normally
smear but it can
peal off. A sealer
can help.

Soap and
water

Ben Nye liquid paints,
Global liquid paints,
Mehron lux, Cameleon
Airline, Vibe

Very good. Excess
sweat can break it
down. Very water
resistant

Liquid
hand
soap, soft
sponge,
water

Proaiir, Dips, VIBE

Most durable of
all. Very water
resistant. Can last
up to 7 days.

Alcohol,
makeup
remover,
baby oil

Endura, BIC palette,
Encore palette, Skin
Illustrator palette,
Proaiir Ink

Really good when
set with powder
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That could be because you have
sprayed your paints or they are just holding to a lot of
moisture. Leave the containers open near a heater so they
can dry up. Paints containing a lot of Titanium Dioxide will
tend to absorb more water (Ex: white).
That could be because of changes in
temperature which makes the paint contract and expand.
Rehydrating your paint with use will help eliminate those
cracks.

That could be because of the wax is
coming to the surface due to changes in
temperature. If the little dots are not fuzzy and
they feel waxy between your fingers, that is the
likely explanation.
if the paint has not expired and it
doesn’t look spoiled, then what you are smelling it is likely
the natural scent of the raw ingredients. Many paint
manufactures add perfume to disguise those scents.
some colors (Ex: green, blues, teals) are known for staining the skin. Formulations that
use mostly FD&C Pigments versus natural oxide pigments are more likely to stain. You can help prevent
staining by washing the skin with liquid soap before rinsing with water.
Copyright Jest Paint LLC – 2016
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Pigments

Labels
The FDA requires for labels to have specific information
and be done with a specific format.
Labels for the USA market must be in English and must
use the FD&C or F&D codes for batch approved pigments.

There are 2 kinds of pigments, those that required FDA
approval per batch produced and those that are except
from certification. The FDA regulates which pigments and
at which concentrations can be used in cosmetics, as well
as their purpose. All products sold to retail customers
(except direct mail sales with no intermediaries) need to
have an ingredients list posted on the product label or
packaging (if the product is too small).

FDA
Raw Ingredients
The FDA keeps a list of ingredients that are not allowed to
be used in cosmetic formulations. They also require
manufacturers to use good manufacturing practices and
solid science research when choosing ingredients that are
not expressly forbidden.

Import Alerts
When a shipment is imported in the USA it might be
stopped by the FDA to check the contents. If they find a
violation to their rules (normally labels being incorrect,
product using non approved pigments or product having
some form of contamination) then they detain the
package and issue an import alert for all products coming
from that factory.

Copyright Jest Paint LLC – 2016. Disclaimer: we are not lawyers or doctor and our opinion is based on our personal experience.
We recommend that you always check with a lawyer/doctor before making any decision. We are not in any ways giving
legal/medical advice and we are not liable for any decisions you make or stop making based on the opinions provided above.
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Be sympathetic and suggest to the
parent to consult with a doctor but
don’t assume responsibility

Check back with the parents to see
how the child is doing after 24 hours.

If there are no known issues with that
batch/lot number explain, to the
parent that reactions can happen,
that it is also possible that there could
have been an interaction between the
product and what was used to wash it
off, etc.

Get the facts: try to get pictures and
an e-mail from the parent.

Communicate with your insurance, it
is usually a requirement for you to
contact them as soon as you are
aware of an issue.

Remember: allergic reactions are a
normal part of life. It is always a good
idea to ask parents if the child has
sensitive skin before painting a child.

Ask Questions: how was it washed off,
when did it start, was it shape like the
design, was the kid wearing lotion or
bug spray, how long did it last, etc.

If you know the exact product
involved communicate with the
manufacturer and your vendor, give
them the brand name, color, size and
batch/lot number.

The most important step is
PREVENTION: keep your kit clean, use
clean tools, don’t store paints that are
still humid. Sanitize your sponges and
brushes after each gig. Get
INSURANCE for those occasions you
can’t prevent from happening.

Copyright Jest Paint LLC – 2016. Disclaimer: we are not lawyers or doctor and our opinion is based on our personal experience. We recommend that you always
check with a lawyer/doctor before making any decision. We are not in any ways giving legal/medical advice and we are not liable for any decisions you make or stop
making based on the opinions provided above.

FDA Regulations:
http://www.fda.gov/Cosmetics/default.htm

Information on different kinds of
paint: http://blog.jestpaint.com/2015/08/what-is-bestkind-of-paint-for-me.html

Find more product information
at www.JestPaint.com

